RYAN WILSON was named the Thomas C. Stewart Distinguished Professor for 2015. One of Lundquist College’s most coveted honors, the Stewart professorship is an annual recognition awarded to an outstanding faculty member who advances the reputation of the college and the business community.

KYLE PETERSON received the college’s undergraduate teaching award for spring 2014. This donor-funded honor recognizes faculty teaching excellence. Accounting PhD student REBECA PEREZ was honored with the 2015 Lundquist College of Business Roger and Robin Best Teaching Award.

ANGELA DAVIS, NICOLE JOHNSON, STEVE MATSUNAGA, KYLE PETERSON, and RYAN WILSON had papers accepted by top accounting journals.

MITCHELL VAN DYKE ’13, MActg ’14, earned the third highest score on the CPA exam in Oregon for 2014.

A team of UNDERGRADUATE ACCOUNTING STUDENTS won first place at the KPMG/Seattle University Financial Accounting Case Competition in spring 2015. This is the second time in the past three years that a Lundquist College team has won the competition.

ROBIN CLEMENT was promoted to senior lecturer II, the highest instructor rank at the university. MICHAEL TOMCAL was promoted to senior instructor I.

SHANNON DOLAN ’00, MActg ’01, joined our department as a full-time instructor after teaching as an adjunct for two years.

MARGARET SAVOIAN ’02, MActg ’04, was awarded the 2015 Harold K. Strom College Service Award for her outstanding service for the benefit of the Lundquist College of Business.

Our BETA ALPHA PSI chapter received Superior Status for the 12th consecutive year.
Hello From Dave

ALUMNI GIVE BACK

Accountants are well known for giving back to their communities, donating both their time and money to make a difference in the world. Giving back can include helping schools, including colleges and universities like the University of Oregon. I spend a lot of time talking with alumni about the importance to our program of the money you give—both as scholarships and as direct support for the accounting department. Without this financial support, we simply couldn’t operate the high-quality accounting program that I believe our alumni want to see. Alumni also give back to the UO by donating their time and ideas as illustrated in two articles in this issue. Those articles focus on alumni who have been members of the UO Foundation Board of Trustees and who inspired the creation of a new funding campaign.

DUCKS FLOCK BACK TO TEACH ACCOUNTING

What you may not realize is that UO alumni also teach many of our accounting courses. Some of you may have been taught by Dale Morse or Ray King, both now retired as emeritus faculty and both UO alumni. Morse has a BS from the University of Oregon and King earned his PhD here. Our current faculty include UO alumni Shannon Dolan (BS and MActg), Michele Henney (PhD), Drummond Kahn (MS), Michael Tomcal (MActg), and Ryan Wilson (BS). And although it is a closely guarded secret, our department is actually run by Administrative Manager Margaret Savoian, who is also a UO alumna (BA and MActg).

Having so many alumni involved in our accounting program is a great benefit to our current students. Former Ducks have an appreciation for the culture of hard work and professionalism that we strive to instill in all of our students. Many have served as Beta Alpha Psi officers in past years, and thus, they can help guide current student leaders. Students are more willing to be mentored by faculty if they see some link between teacher and student, and a shared educational experience is one such link.

Many of you have helped with our teaching mission over the years either by teaching courses for us, by serving as visiting speakers for courses or student meetings, or by providing input on curriculum. Thank you all for the service you provide to our department and our students. Having professionals in the classroom makes the coursework much more relevant, and students and faculty really appreciate it.

Our goals as a department are to be engaged, innovative, and impactful. Having Ducks teaching accounting to Ducks helps us in all three ways. Thanks to all of you for your support.

David A. Guenther
Head, Department of Accounting, and Scharpf Professor of Accounting
Partners Committing to Accounting Education

Established in 1997, the Accounting Circle consists of more than 150 business leaders who actively support excellence in accounting education at the University of Oregon. The circle is the accounting department’s strongest link to the accounting and business communities. The organization serves a vital fundraising mission, providing the financial backing necessary for the department’s continuous improvement of faculty, curriculum, and student programs.

Each fall, the Accounting Circle meets with the accounting faculty for an update on department finances, to discuss issues in accounting education, and to explore ways to better prepare students to enter the profession. After our meeting, we all attend the annual Accounting Circle tailgate and then cheer the Ducks on to another football victory.

ACCOUNTING CIRCLE ASSOCIATES

Five years ago, we established the Accounting Circle Associates level for our supporters who are not quite ready to join the circle as full members. Associate members contribute a minimum of $750 annually while full circle members contribute a minimum of $1,500 annually. The associate group has grown to 39 members and counting, and we look forward to continuing to expand membership at both the associate and full levels.

ADVISORY BOARD

The Department of Accounting Advisory Board consists of 25 Accounting Circle members from public accounting and industry. The board meets annually in the spring, and this past year, the board’s attention focused on new course development in accounting information systems, integrating data analytics into the curriculum, MAcc program enrollment, accreditation efforts, and the recruiting process.

If you would like to get more involved and become a member of the Accounting Circle, the Accounting Circle Associates, or our Advisory Board, contact David Guenther at guenther@uoregon.edu.
FACULTY FOCUS

WELCOME
SHANNON DOLAN

After teaching for two years as an adjunct instructor, we welcome Shannon Dolan to the department as a full-time instructor beginning fall 2015. Having graduated with her undergraduate and master’s degrees in accounting at UO, Dolan brings a breadth of experience from public accounting and retirement plan administration to her courses. She has an excellent teaching record and was recognized as one of the Oregon Lacrosse Team’s Most Valuable Professors in winter 2015. Dolan will teach Introductory Financial Accounting in the fall, as well as teach in the business minor program.

PROMOTIONS
ROBIN CLEMENT

Congratulations to Robin Clement on her promotion to senior lecturer II, the highest rank at the university for nontenured faculty. The rank of lecturer was recently established by the university to recognize nontenured faculty who work extensively with graduate students. Clement joined the accounting department in 2003 and became the Master of Accounting program director in 2004. With expertise in consolidations and financial accounting theory, she teaches Advanced Financial Accounting and Introductory Financial Accounting for undergraduates, as well as International Accounting and Developing the Business Professional at the master’s level. Clement also coordinates much of the academic administration and manages accreditation processes for the department. Her strong commitment to service was recognized in 2013 when she was awarded the Dean’s College Service Award.

Department of Accounting

FULL-TIME FACULTY

Robin Clement
Senior Lecturer II
and Director, Master of Accounting Program

Bruce Darling
Instructor

Angela Davis
Associate Professor

Shannon Dolan
Instructor

David Guenther
Scharpf Professor of Accounting and Head, Department of Accounting

Michele Henney
Senior Lecturer I and Program Manager, Finance and Securities Analysis Center

Nicole Johnson
Assistant Professor

Linda Krull
Associate Professor and Oregon Alumni Distinguished Research Scholar

Steve Matsunaga
Charles E. Johnson Memorial Professor of Accounting

Kyle Peterson
Assistant Professor

Joel Sneed
Senior Instructor I

Michael Tomcal
Senior Instructor I

Ryan Wilson
Associate Professor and Thomas C. Stewart Distinguished Professor

PART-TIME FACULTY

Peter Brandt
Instructor

Drummond Kahn
Instructor

Mark Shumaker
Instructor

EMERITUS FACULTY

Helen Gernon
Professor Emerita and Major Gifts Officer

Dale Morse
Professor Emeritus

Terry O’Keefe
Professor Emeritus

STAFF

Margaret Savoian
Administrative Manager

Michael Tomcal

Michael Tomcal has taught for the accounting department for 10 years and was recently promoted to senior instructor I. Holding two master’s degrees—one in education from Oregon State University and the other in accounting from the University of Oregon—Tomcal brings his passion for accounting education to the classroom. He teaches in many areas of accounting—tax, cost, managerial, and financial—and has a strong rapport with his students, who refer to him as “Coach T.” He was named Coach for a Day in 2008 and honored with the Above and Beyond Faculty Award in 2013. Congratulations to Tomcal on his promotion.
The members of the Association of American Universities (AAU) are 62 universities with strong graduate programs, professional education, and research. The University of Oregon is one of only 34 public universities afforded AAU membership.

Faculty Research Presentations 2014–15

DAVID GUENTHER
“What Do Firms Do with Cash from Tax Savings” (coauthored with Ken Njoroge and Brian Williams), University of Colorado Boulder, April 2015.

LINDA KRULL
“Are ‘Tax Aggressive’ Firms Just Inflating Earnings?” (coauthored with David Guenther and Brian Williams), National Tax Association Annual Meeting, Santa Fe, NM, November 2014.

LINDA KRULL (DISCUSSANT) “The Relevance of Complex Group Structures for Income Shifting and Investors’ Valuation of Tax Avoidance” by Tim Wagener and Christoph Watrin, Taxation in a Global Economy Research Symposium, Austin, TX, September 2014.

KYLE PETERSON
“Disclosure and the Outcome of Securities Litigation” (coauthored with Joshua Cutler and Angela Davis), Boston College, November 2014.

KYLE PETERSON
“Managers’ Discussion of Competition in the 10-K, Firms’ Investing Activities and Future Operating Performance” (coauthored with Nam Tran), Brigham Young University Accounting Symposium, Provo, UT, October 2014.

RYAN WILSON

2014–15 Research Workshops

Eric Allen
University of Southern California

Sandra Chamberlain
University of British Columbia

Myron Chang
University of Oregon

Elizabeth Chuk
University of Southern California

Katherine Drake
University of Arizona

Alastair Lawrence
University of California, Berkeley

Becky Perez
University of Oregon

Thomas Pfeiffer
University of Vienna

Richard Price
Utah State University

Devin Shanthikumar
University of California, Irvine

Connie Weaver
Texas A&M University

Kaishu Wu
University of Oregon

Consistent with the research mission of the AAU, UO accounting faculty conducts research in the fields of accounting and the accounting profession. The following list of publications includes books and articles that were either published during 2014–15 or are forthcoming. Abstracts and complete copies of these papers may be obtained by contacting the authors.


A Thriving Program

The accounting department operates an active PhD program designed to train students for a successful career in academia.

This fall, we welcome Claire Stratton and John Li into our program. Stratton has a bachelor’s and a master’s degree in accounting from Southern Utah University. Li has a bachelor’s and a master’s degree in accounting and a master’s degree in mathematics from the University of Waterloo. Both students have experience working for public accounting firms. Stratton plans to focus her research on financial reporting and compensation. Li plans to focus his research on tax.

Four students defended their dissertations this year in completion of their PhDs. All four also accepted tenure-track faculty positions in accounting at four-year universities beginning in fall 2015. Brian Williams accepted a position at Indiana University. Shan Wang accepted a position at Loyola Marymont. Josh Cutler joined the University of Houston, and Aaron Mandell is teaching at University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee.

Russell Li, Becky Perez, Myron Chang, Kaishu Wu, Kimberly Krieg, and Courtney Roth are continuing their studies in the program. Perez is a recipient of the KPMG Foundation Scholarship and the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants Doctoral Minority Scholarship. She also won the 2015 Lundquist College of Business Roger and Robin Best Teaching Award.

The doctoral program relies heavily on the financial support provided by the Accounting Circle and donors to the accounting program. This funding allows us to compete for the top candidates and provides additional research opportunities for our students. It also allows our students to focus on developing their research skills and generating a portfolio that will enhance their placement opportunities.

We are always looking for strong candidates to join our program. Although doctoral programs and subsequent academic careers are demanding, they provide rewards (monetary and otherwise) that few careers can match. If you are someone who would appreciate the thrill of discovery, the feeling of accomplishment of seeing your work in print, and the satisfaction that goes with being a positive influence in the lives of students, we hope that you will consider our program.

Additional information regarding our PhD program can be found on our website at business.uoregon.edu/phd or by contacting Linda Krull at 541-346-3252 or lkrull@uoregon.edu.
Appreciating Alumni Generosity

As Dave mentions in his letter, UO alumni give back in so many ways. In reflecting on the many benefits that the MAcc program receives from its alumni, many generous hearts come to mind.

Our international study tour to the Netherlands took place during spring break this year. Fourteen students participated, accompanied by me and Administrative Manager Margaret Savoian ’02, MActg ’04, who managed the live blog and underscored the professional development elements of the tour.

Three UO graduates played instrumental parts in making the trip a great success. Courtney Kerns Keating ’05, MActg ’06, works at Nike European Headquarters in Amsterdam and coordinated a site visit to discuss Nike business and accounting activities in Europe. She even arranged an intimate chat with new CFO of Nike Central & Eastern Europe Bart Boekraad. Erin Yates Kirkpatrick ’10 of PwC Amsterdam presented on her role on the Nike Europe audit team, providing valuable insight about the audit approach in a global context. Jon Campo ’07 led our experience at KPMG’s Amsterdam office. He and his colleagues discussed external regulations in the Netherlands and held a panel with other ex-pats, illustrating the cultural nuances in working in Europe compared with working in the U.S. The students truly appreciated the efforts our alumni made to create a meaningful learning experience, which sparked their imaginations about how far their careers can go after graduating.

I find that our master of accounting alumni are consistently generous with their time and advice for students, deepening the bonds between Ducks near and far. More examples of that service include counseling international students about the H-1B visa application process, engaging with MAcc students during their job searches, speaking on panels at Beta Alpha Psi meetings, and volunteering to return to their “Duck home” for various recruiting events on campus.

As the 15th year of the MAcc program commences, I am more excited than ever about our accounting department, MAcc offerings, and alumni. The foundation this program provides for our students sends them on diverse trajectories, yet they are willing to come home to return the favor in various ways, advancing the quality of our program and profoundly affecting MAcc students’ lives to come.

Robin P. Clement
Director, Master of Accounting Program

MASTER OF ACCOUNTING AWARD WINNERS, CLASS OF 2015

Department of Accounting Award for Excellence
Paul Punia

Federation of Schools of Accountancy Student Award
Gabrielle Sanders

Outstanding Student as Voted by Fellow MAcc Students
Linkun Fu

Becker CPA Review Course Scholarships
Oded Abramson
Jason Doddridge

Roger CPA Review Scholarship
Joyce Jiang

GRADUATE TEACHING FELLOWS 2015–16

Wendy Cai
Victoria Hamilton
Thomas Hesselgesser
Sydnie Jones
Kirill Kulikov
Dongzhe Li

Yanjun (Lewis) Li
Mackenzie Litts
Danyang Liu
Ryan O’Rourke
Yuxuan Wang
Enhancing the Chapter

MURONG FENG
Beta Alpha Psi President, 2015–16

Excerpted from a speech given at the Accounting Recognition Evening

For this upcoming academic year, we hope to enhance the quality of membership and the Beta Alpha Psi community as a whole in order to achieve our goals. We want to keep promoting the study and practice of accounting, finance, and information systems, providing opportunities for self-development, service, and association among members and practicing professionals while simultaneously encouraging a sense of ethical, social, and public responsibility.

One of our new objectives is to start building a Beta Alpha Psi alumni network. Our plan is to get in touch with professionals and recent graduates who were part of Beta Alpha Psi and to organize an alumni dinner. It will serve as a great networking opportunity for our members. We also hope to initiate more formal collaborations with other clubs and organizations in the business school. Our aim is to provide more opportunities for joint meetings and workshops, as well as additional options for our members to improve their personal branding skills.

In addition to creating more professional services, we plan to establish stronger relationships among our current members. We have already begun by strengthening our mentor–mentee program in which pledges and new members get paired with experienced members to learn about the fall recruiting process. This will also be beneficial for our members, helping them build relationships outside of Beta Alpha Psi meetings. Additionally, we want to organize social events that can increase member interaction.
We know Ducks have a strong tradition of service to their communities. Accounting alumni are no exception to that. They volunteer at food banks. They lend their time to such professional associations as OSCPA (the Oregon Society of CPAs) and AICPA (the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants). They coach kids’ sports teams. They start new professional networks. And they volunteer for their alma mater.

We are proud that many of our Accounting Circle members volunteer their time and expertise to the University of Oregon Foundation by serving on the foundation’s Board of Trustees. The UO Foundation receives and administers private monies given to the university every year, funding student scholarships, faculty support, academic programs, and building improvements. Created in 1922, the foundation’s mission is “to provide stable financial support for the university while preserving the purchasing power of endowment and trust funds in the future.” The foundation is a nonprofit entity, separate from the University of Oregon, and is held accountable by its Board of Trustees.

The foundation’s Board of Trustees is a small working board composed of volunteer alumni and friends of the university. Trustees with diverse backgrounds, experience, and organizational and financial skills volunteer considerable time and effort to help the foundation and the university grow and prosper. Board members are chosen based on their experience, commitment to the University of Oregon, and specific skills and knowledge needed on the board.

Being a trustee is no small task. Serving up to two four-year terms, trustees meet three times a year as a board, plus committee meetings. In addition to observing the legal standards of care, loyalty, and obedience, trustees have three key responsibilities ultimately to protecting and serving university donors:

- Act as a foundation fiduciary.
- Uphold the integrity of the foundation board.
- Advance the mission of the University of Oregon.

Accountants are very busy people. We are grateful for the service that our Accounting Circle members give to the university through the UO Foundation Board of Trustees. Their volunteerism demonstrates the high level of dedication that our members have to the university.

ACCOUNTING CIRCLE MEMBERS SERVING AS UO FOUNDATION TRUSTEES

CURRENT TRUSTEES
- Dwayne S. Richardson ’83
- Julie A. Schlendorf ’90
- Sondria L. Stephens ’88

FORMER TRUSTEES
- Dan W. Hollingshead ’69
- Douglas W. Oas ’78, MBA ’81
- Norman H. Ruecker ’54
- James E. Sandstrom ’64
- Colin L. Slade ’77 (in memoriam)
- Richard D. Stokes, Jr. ’63, MBA ’65

TRUSTEE EMERITI
- David G. Sparks ’66
- Norman R. Walker ’66

Above left: Annual Trustee Tribute Dinner last June. Above right: Doug Oas describes his experience on the Board of Trustees and bids farewell upon his retirement from the board.
ALUMNI GIVE BACK

Inspiration Sparks New Initiative

As a teacher, a dynamic and creative administrator, a mentor, and a tireless fundraiser, professor emerita of accounting Helen Gernon has made her mark—and then some—at the Lundquist College of Business and the University of Oregon.

In her nearly three decades at the college, Gernon’s drive and passion inspired thousands of students. Two of these students decided to thank her for her impact on their lives by initiating a fundraising campaign in her name.

It all started in the summer of 2014 when Daniel Bayley ’04, MActg ’05, and Erik Parrish ’03, MActg ’04, approached the Lundquist College with a bold proposal. They wanted to honor Gernon in a way that would reflect her commitment to excellence in accounting education.

Bayley and Parrish both held leadership positions while they were students—each served in the Beta Alpha Psi officer group—and continue to lead today. Bayley is a supervisor in specialty accounting for Daimler Trucks North America in Portland, and Parrish is CFO at Hawes Financial Group in Eugene.

Bayley’s and Parrish’s idea became the basis of the Helen Gernon Accounting Faculty Endowment Fund. With a goal of raising $1 million, the fund is dedicated to attracting and retaining top-notch tenure-track accounting faculty, providing much-needed resources to help close the gap between increased student enrollment and the level of faculty staffing.

In only one year’s time, more than $700,000 has been raised, and the college is on track to meet its goal. But the story doesn’t end there. With a breadth of ambition that reflects its namesake, the fund grew in scope in just a few short months.

Inspired by Bayley and Parrish’s efforts, an anonymous donor created a matching gift of $1 million. Any gift made between now and July 2016 is being matched dollar for dollar. The donor will also provide four years of matching funds for any annual gift pledges of $1,500 or more made before July 2016. If you would like to participate in this campaign, contact Margaret Savoian at msavoian@uoregon.edu.

The innovative thinking, leadership, and generosity that alumni like Bayley and Parrish demonstrate are indicative of the students we graduate. The energies that they lend are invaluable to the success of our department, college, and university.
We are pleased to recognize and thank the alumni and friends who have formally pledged, given outright, or verbally committed gifts to the Gernon Faculty Endowment Fund since August 1, 2014, through the time this publication went to press. Firms that have matching gift programs are credited for their direct matching gifts and for their employees’ commitments.

$100,000+
Anonymous
Moss Adams

$50,000–$99,999
Deloitte
Kernutt Stokes
PricewaterhouseCoopers
Trace and Lisa Skopil
Sondria Stephens
Steve and Sharon Terry

$25,000–$49,999
Ruth Allen
Jon and Mary Englund
Ernst & Young
Helen Gernon and Dennis Stimple
Grant and Elaine Jones
Jones & Roth
Susan and Todd Ringoen

$10,000–$24,999
Dave and Kari Anderton
Don Doerr and Wendy Dame
Peter and Claire Doubleday
Alan and Joan Earhart
Pamela and Jeff Elling
Steven and Monika Fein
David and Laury Girt
Michael and Leslie Hartwig
Michele Henney
Lee Kell and Jayne Carroll
James and Kelly Lanzarotta
Sarah McVay and Asher Curtis
Blair and Terri Minniti
Mike Niedermeyer
Erik and Brittany Parrish
Bruce and Elizabeth Shepard
Paul and Margaret Waldram
Wells Fargo
Scott and Kristine Wright

$1,000–$4,999
Linda and Michael Bamber
Daniel and Christina Bayley
Linda Chambliss
Ken and Maggie Chmiel
Robin Clement
Christopher Cortese
Gary and Marcia Everton
Tim Gernon
Intel Foundation
Catherine Kane
Lisa and Ben Kutcher
Barbara McDavid
Brandie and Larry McNamee
Mary Miller and Robert Huffman
LeeAnn Wilson Miyashiro
Susan and James Moody

Patricia Neuner
Justin Packard
Donna Philbrick
Marta and Peter Powers
Kevin and Gina Rich
Priscilla Coe Ross
Thomas and Susan Stewart
UBS
Kecia and Tyler Welt

$1–$999
Susan and John Anderson
Chris and Felisha Bahr
Gregory and Trace Bennink
Susan R. Brown
Carole Christopher and Rick Pollay
Lisa Eiler and Isho Tama-Sweet
Carol Green
Susan and Roger Hefty
Joanne Jensen
John Hancock Financial Services Matching Gift Program
Mary Manilla
Chris and Nancy Middleton
Margaret and Scott Savoian
Gerald Stimple
Sarah and Robert Swaney
Mackenzie and Eric Zuern
SCHOLARSHIPS

MASTER OF ACCOUNTING
Catherine L. Tiggerman
Scholarships
Weijian Huang, Zhichen Qiao, Yuxuan Wang
Deloitte Scholarships
Kirill Kulikov, Yichen Zhang
Denise Elizabeth Anderson–KPMG Memorial Scholarship
Janelle Croy
Geffen Mesher & Co. Scholarship
Mackenzie Litts
Glenn Schneider Memorial Scholarship
Tribecca Tran
Grant Thornton MAcc Scholarship
Kourtney Vandewettering
Joseph L. Anstett Memorial MAcc Scholarship
Janelle Croy
KPMG Distinguished Achievement Award
Kashiya Springer
Moss Adams MAcc Scholarship
Matthew S. Miller
Moss Adams Scholarship in Honor of William F. Meyer
Victoria Hamilton
PricewaterhouseCoopers Leadership Scholarships
Sydnie Jones, Chenxiao (Curtis) Xu
Raymond and Marilyn Johnson Scholarship
Thomas Hesselgesser

UNDERGRADUATE
Bill Neuner “Mr. Duck” Memorial Scholarships
Kristjan Bjornson, Bianca Brouillard, Madison Cole, Kevin Philips
C. Lyle Kelly Memorial Scholarship
Nolan Bishop
Different Drummer Scholarship in Honor of Paul Frishkoff
Matthew Zebro
EY 3+1 Scholarships
Theodore Acton, Jordan Hamada
Financial Executives International Academic Award for Outstanding Scholarship
Sarah Rausch

Scholarships were presented at the 2015 Accounting Recognition Evening.

Blair Minniti presents the Moss Adams Scholarship in Honor of William F. Meyer to Victoria Hamilton.
Kellan Davis presents the OSCPA Educational Foundation Grant Thornton Scholarship to Linh (Miley) Nguyen.

Joel Sneed presents the Joseph L. Anstett Memorial Undergraduate Scholarship to Sarah Rausch and Travis Ables.
Dane Florence, Grandson of Bill Neuner, presents the Bill Neuner “Mr. Duck” Memorial Scholarship to Kevin Philips, Bianca Brouillard, Kristjan Bjornson, and Madison Cole.
Helen Geron presents the Robert and Robin Mesher Scholarship to Tiffani Carter.
Raymond and Marilyn Johnson present their scholarship to Thomas Hesselgesser.
Gregor Endowment Scholarship
Chan Zhang

John and Catherine Knox Scholarships
Mayte Herrera-Cosby, John Karl Johnson, Jarret LaCoste, David Spencer

Joseph L. Anstett Memorial Undergraduate Scholarships
Travis Ables, Sarah Rausch

KPMG Undergraduate Scholarship
Matthew Desmond

Lundquist Accounting Scholarships
Matthew T. Miller, Alex Summers

Moss Adams Undergraduate Scholarship
Andrew Crocker

OSCPA Endowment Scholarship
Emily Fett

Robert and Robin Mesher Scholarship
Tiffani Carter

Tax Executive Institute–Portland Chapter Scholarship
Linh (Miley) Nguyen

OSCPA EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION SCHOLARSHIPS

Alten Sakai
Marya Murr

Anna L. May Fifth Year Endowment
Jing Li, Anna Karvina Pidong

Anna L. May Endowment
Luis Gomez

Diamond
Sara Chrisman

DiLorenzo and OSCPAP Educational Foundation
Matthew Tofte

Emerald Empire
Alex Summers

Grant Thornton
Tracy Mok, Linh (Miley) Nguyen

Grove Mueller Swank
Austin Rawlings

Isler CPA
Matthew Zebro

Jones & Roth
Sarah Rausch

KPMG
Travis Ables, Cai Fairbairn, Chan Zhang, Yiren (Lexi) Zhu

Lynne M. Angland
Jacqueline Dutton

Maginnis & Carey
Matthew T. Miller

Pauly Rogers
Caroline Attanasio

PricewaterhouseCoopers
Jordan Hamada, Karly Morris, Christopher Poliquin

Jennifer Dai of Geffen Mesher & Co. presents the Lundquist Accounting Scholarship to Matthew T. Miller and Alex Summers.

Faith Quimby presents the OSCPAP Educational Foundation Isler CPA Scholarship to Matthew Zebro.

Doug Griesel presents the OSCPAP Educational Foundation Jones & Roth Scholarship to Sarah Rausch.

William Ramirez presents the Tax Executive Institute–Portland Chapter Scholarship to Linh (Miley) Nguyen.

John Gregor presents the Gregor Endowment Scholarship to Chan Zhang.

Michael Tomcal presents the John and Catherine Knox Scholarship to David Spencer, Mayte Herrera-Cosby, and Jarret LaCoste.

Dave Anderton presents the EY 3+1 Scholarship to Jordan Hamada and Theodore Action.

Dave Haslip presents the Deloitte Scholarship to Yichen Zhang.
We are pleased to recognize and thank the following alumni, friends, companies, and foundations for the commitment and support they have shown the UO Department of Accounting during fiscal year 2015 (July 1, 2014 through June 30, 2015). With their ongoing loyalty and generosity, we are confident that we can continue to build our future.

Though we have made every effort to ensure that all donors have been duly noted, errors are always possible. We apologize for any omissions or inaccuracies. Please note that gifts to the Helen Gernon Accounting Faculty Endowment Fund are omitted from this list because they are listed earlier in this issue.

ACCOUNTING CHAMPIONS
$10,000+
Anstett Family 1993 Trust
Hope Anstett
Deloitte Foundation
J. Terry and Susan Eager
Mick Friend and Lori Bradford
Colleen Greco
KPMG Foundation
Moss Adams Foundation
Patricia Neuner
Douglas and Robin Oas
PricewaterhouseCoopers Foundation
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Sondria Stephens

ACCOUNTING PARTNERS
$2,500–$4,999
John Benson and Diane Albracht
Yvonne Blewett
Chris and Geoffrey Bremer
Phillip and Cindy Bullock
J. Jon Cook and Melissa Stepovich
Dell Giving
Peter and Claire Doubleday
Fritz and Tricia Duncan
Alan and Joan Earhart
Steven and Monika Fein
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Geffen Mesher & Co.
Grant Thornton LLP
Doug and Barbara Griesel
David and Dawn Guenther
Mike and Leslie Hartwig
David and Terah Haslip
Doug and Lynn Henne
Gary Homsley
Isler CPA
Raymond and Marilyn Johnson
W. Bruce Johnson and Diane Ramsey
Robert and Robin Mesher
E. Blair and Terri Minniti
Erik and Brittany Parrish
Tony Pizzuti
Faith Quimby
R & R Foundation, Inc.
Gary and Susan Reynolds
Robert I. Mesher Revocable Trust
Norman and Betty Ruecker
Erik and Jennifer Sandhu
Bruce and Elizabeth Shepard
Daniel and Linda Sullivan
Paul Tiger and Jaime Vermeer
Umpqua Bank
John and Linda Vandercook
Ryan and Nicole Wilson
Kelly Bosch presents Jordan Hamada the Moss Adams Foundation Diversity Scholarship. Hamada is one of twelve scholarship recipients selected from campuses in the western United States based on his academic achievement, demonstrated leadership skills, extracurricular activities, and effective communication skills.
David Guenther presents the OSCPA Outstanding Student Award to Janelle Croy.

Joel Sneed presents the Financial Executives International Academic Award for Outstanding Scholarship to Sarah Rausch.
IN MEMORIAM

Denise Anderson
Always Remembered, Never Forgotten

We were shocked and saddened in November 2014 by the news of the unexpected passing of accounting alumna Denise Anderson, who was critically injured in an accident. This is a tragic loss, and she is greatly missed.

Originally from Medford, Oregon, Anderson graduated from the UO with bachelor’s degrees in accounting and economics in 2011 and her master of accounting in 2012. She was an exceptional student, well known and loved, who enthusiastically engaged in activities at the Lundquist College of Business. She was a Beta Alpha Psi officer, MAcc program assistant, and Women in Business executive during her time at the University of Oregon. After graduating, she remained a loyal Duck fan and attended many alumni activities. She was well respected at KPMG in Portland, where she worked as a senior audit associate. She was always professional, friendly, and kind, greeting everyone with a huge smile.

Anderson’s talents were many. In addition to her academic and career achievements, she had passions for traveling, baking, music, and fashion (especially shoes). Education was also very important to her, and in that spirit, KPMG and her family created a scholarship endowment in Anderson’s memory. The scholarship is awarded to a female accounting student and Oregon resident to support her fourth or fifth year of study. The inaugural recipient was Janelle Croy, a student who truly embodies Anderson’s passion and commitment to the University of Oregon and the accounting profession.

In addition to the scholarship, the Department of Accounting is coordinating a funding effort to install a bench in Anderson’s honor as a way to permanently memorialize her on campus. This bench will sit just in front of Anstett Hall, the home of the accounting department.

The scholarship and bench will keep Anderson’s memory present, ensuring she is never forgotten while impacting the lives of others in the future.

If you would like to be involved in either the scholarship or bench initiatives, please contact Margaret Savoian, administrative manager, 541-346-1461, msavoian@uoregon.edu.
HELP SUPPORT US

YOUR GIFT WILL GO A LONG WAY IN SUPPORTING ACCOUNTING EDUCATION.

Give Online
Visit business.uoregon.edu/give/accounting and select the accounting fund that best matches your intent.

Send a Check
Mail your check payable to “University of Oregon Foundation—Accounting Fund.”

Information
If you have any questions about giving, contact David Guenther or Kurt Zimmerman.

David Guenther
Scharpf Professor of Accounting and Head, Department of Accounting
541-346-5384
guenther@uoregon.edu

Kurt Zimmerman
Senior Director of Development, Lundquist College of Business
541-346-8553
kurtz@uoregon.edu

ACCOUNTING DEPARTMENT CALENDAR OF EVENTS 2015-16

September 17
Accounting Alumni Network Reception
(Portland)

September 21–24
Master of Accounting Orientation

September 26
Accounting Circle Fall Annual Meeting and Tailgate

October 5
Beta Alpha Psi Meet the Firms

January/February
Beta Alpha Psi/OSCPA University Night

April/May
Department of Accounting Advisory Board Meeting

May
Beta Alpha Psi Meet the Students

May 18
Accounting Recognition Evening

June 9
Master of Accounting Graduation

June 13
University of Oregon Graduation